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Conversations Desktop App in 
JavaFX 

Overview 
Conversations is currently only available on Android 4.0+. Many people wish to use it  on 
their desktop, hence the need for a desktop application.  

Personally I feel the native desktop app is the right choice because of integration with the 
OS, access to filesystem which means local history, PGP keys etc as compared to HTML5 
webapp. While there are cross platform GUI toolkits like Qt and GTK, JavaFX is a better 
choice because of its crisp UI, high quality open source control libraries, css theming, built 
in animations, effects and transitions and portability. 

What attracted me to Conversations 
The requirement of a JavaFX app was the number one reason why I’m interested in this 
project. My background below will clarify this  

Highlights of my Prototype  
With WYSIWYG drag and drop design tools it has become quite easy to come up with good 
looking designs. However in my experience majority of the pain lies in getting dynamic 
content right like list view cells, animating components, resize behaviour, text 
overflow/underflow and exceptional situations like bad data. 

I therefore emphasize more on correctness of design and best practices so that future 
developers can easily refine the app and UI as they see fit. 

Below are the component wise features of my prototype 
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The Application Structure 
Everything resides under conversations.im 
package.  

UI components are separated by function such 
as banner, chats and settings view. 

It is standard JavaFX practice to have the 
FXML, css and Controller under one package. 

At the root lies a single application entry point 
that combines all the sub packages 
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The Banner 

 

The banner shows the name of the group, chat or title for any other setting. It is supposed 
to be the central point of control. The banner is themed using this CSS 

 

 All the colors are derived using -banner-bg variable, so changing that one variable could be 
used to change the entire color scheme to yield below 

 

Notice how the text is dark on light backgrounds but light on dark ones. This adjustment is 
done automatically in the css file using ladder function on line 7 in the code.  
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The Chat View 

 

The ChatView is a ListView with custom Cell components to render Message classes from 
the domain model. This is not just a static FXML layout but a properly functioning 
component that wraps text so you don’t have to scroll horizontally. The default list view 
implementation allows cells to span horizontally as they wish and long text needs to be 
horizontally scrolled. I have bound the wrapping width to 70% of the list view width to fit 
everything in the window, and still it is responsive design. 

Note: The regenerate button is used to randomly generate messages to test the list view  

The Chat Cells 

 

Notice the borders in the two cells. The chat cell graphic can be themed using CSS to 
change its look. The text auto adjusts its color to blend with the rest of the theme while still 
maintaining contrast for readability, just like the banner example. 

 

Apart from best practices I also know quirks of JavaFX 
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Take a look at this image 

 

GRAY

LCD 

The image on the left uses grayscale antialiasing while the one on the right uses LCD. 

The LCD rendering introduces colorful artifacts which are irritating while reading. This is a 
issue in JavaFX. For chat cells I have set the GRAY scale antialiasing method. 

Babbler 
Babbler has got really nice documentation and it will be easy to come up to speed with it. 
For the prototype I have used my own model classes for messages but it will be easy to do 
the same for Babbler without having to rethink or fiddle with the UI. 

I feel UI would be a done quickly but getting stuff like asynchronous behaviour of network 
and concurrency right would take time. 
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Code Reuse and Existing libraries 
I like to reuse code and not reinvent the wheel. For the prototype I have used 

1. JFoenix for material design components 
2. FontAwesomeFX for icons 
3. SceneBuilder for static FXML and ScenicView for live editing and introspection 

I also know of high quality UI libraries like ControlsFX, JFXtras, Medusa. I keep up with the 
community through fxexperience.com 

Project Timeline 
In the project description the mentors have mentioned that a fully functioning app might 
not be possible but a complete UI is still desired. My strategy therefore will be UI first. 

From my coding experience I can honestly tell that the work can not be discretely divided. 
Its more like Agile where you have small runs of different issues and things happen 
simultaneously. 

However i have the methodology of doing easy thing or foundational things first. 

As i explore more it will become clearer to me how to arrange my time 

Commitments 
I have summer vacation during the GSoC period. My favourite pastime is programming so 
you can expect my entire dedication. I expect to be in touch with the mentors on the 
Coversations.im app 

My Background 
I started programming in Java in 8th grade entirely as a hobby, mostly for GUI design. Since 
then I have used many GUI toolkits like Swing, JavaME Graphics for feature phones, SVG, 
and HTML4. I got involved in JavaFX since its version 2 which was when they dropped the 
FXScript and got a Java API. Since then I have been a sort of JavaFX fan boy. 

In academics I’m in 3rd year of my Computer Science course at College of Engineering, 
Pune, India. 

I’m 21 years old. 

https://github.com/jfoenixadmin/JFoenix
https://bitbucket.org/Jerady/fontawesomefx

